
Teacher’s Notes

Hot and Cold

Early Level 7

Literacy Connections
Word Count: 75 words (including title)

Reading Skills: 
Use an awareness of the grammar of a sentence to predict words
Re-read when meaning is lost
Self-correct using context and visual cues

Decoding Skills
High Frequency Words: makes, things, us, is, it
Initial Consonants: “c” – cold

“h” – hot
Blends: “th” – things, the

“oo” – cook, food
“er” – freezer, cooker, very, every

Text features: Coloured font
Design features to encourage meaning

Content Connections
• Science

–  Temperatures – measurement
–  Causing changes in state

• Climate, weather and seasons
• Food safety and preparation
• Sun safety

Content Words: 
hot, cold, fire, snow, sun, ice, cooker, freezer, lava

Suggested Activities
• Look closely at the words “hot” and “cold” in isolation from the text.  Focus on the initial sounds first (“h” and “c”).  Secondly

the “o” sound that is common to both words.  Thirdly look at the word endings (“ld” and “t”).  Work with the children making
the sounds and drawing the words so the sounds can be heard.  This will provide a good model for them to use when writing
independently and for checking words as they read.

• Discuss the use of coloured fonts for the words hot and cold.  Ask the students why red and white were the colours used.
• Talk about how the pages are put together.  Use words such as text, font, photograph, colour, layout and design.  Show them

how all the bits work together to make the meaning clear as well as make the book look great.
• Introduce the exclamation mark (p15)
• Using weather forecasts from newspapers, television and the internet show the students that temperatures are measured.

Explain what the numbers are for and work out what the hottest and coldest places are.
• Using the illustrations on pages 5, 6 and 9, talk about the four seasons.  Discuss how weather changes throughout the year

and how these changes affect nature.
• Revisit sun safety
• Do some cooking, using heat and cold. Observe how extremes of temperature bring about physical change.


